
 
Schedule of Events 

Time and format may be adjusted due to weather, attendance, or management’s discretion. 
 

Thursday September 29th 

Gates Open: 4 pm 
Registration and transponder booth open: 4pm 

Pricing: 
Pits(Ages 6 and up): $25 

Grandstands: Free 
Open Practice: 6pm-9pm 

 
Friday September 30th  
Everyone Exit Pits: 2:30 PM 
Pit Gates Open: 3pm 
Grandstand Gates Open: 5:30 pm 
Registration and transponder booth open: 3pm 
Hot Laps: 6pm 
Racing Begins: After Hot Laps 
 
Pricing: Pits(Ages 6 and up): $35 
Grandstand Adult(18+): $15 
Grandstand Minor(13-17): $10 
 
Format: 
Sport Mod Hot Lap Qualifying - Groups of 10 cars, 2 laps 
each 
Compact Hot Lap Qualifying - Groups of 10 cars, 2 laps each 
 
Sport Mod Heats(8 Laps)  
Compact Heats(8 Laps)  
Heats lined up heads up from Qualifying.  
 
Sport Mod Feature 1(15 Laps) 
Sport Mod Feature 2(15 Laps) 
Compact Feature 1(15 Laps) 
Compact Feature 2(15 Laps) 
Top finishers from Heats(amount determined by how many 
heats ran) plus fast time provisionals  
 
 
Post-Race party at the Backstretch Bar 
with Danstunes 

Saturday October 1st   
Everyone Exit Pits: 11:30 AM 
Pit Gates Open: 12pm 
Grandstand Gates Open: 2:30 pm 
Registration and transponder booth open: 12pm 
Hot Laps: 3pm 
Racing Begins: After Hot Laps 
 
Pricing: Pits(Ages 6 and up): $45 
Grandstand Adult(18+): $15 
Grandstand Minor(13-17): $10 
 
Format: 
Sport Mod Hot Laps 
Compact Hot Laps 
Legend Hot Laps 
Crown Vic Hot Laps 
 
Sport Mod Last Chance Qualifiers(15 Laps) 
Compact Last Chance Qualifiers(15 Laps) 
Legend Heats 
Crown Vic Heats 
 
Sport Mod Feature(40 Laps) 
Compact Feature(40 Laps) 
Legend Feature 
Crown Vic Feature 
 
Sport Mod Non-Qualifier Feature: 
Top 20 Non-transfer cars from LCQ’s.(12 laps) 
Compact Non-Qualifiers Feature: 
Top 20 Non-transfer cars from LCQ’s.(12 laps) 

 

General Event Format 
Sport Mods and Compacts 

Field split into A/B Groups by draw. Each group will have separate sets of heats and Friday feature. 
Heats lined heads up from qualifying. 
Top Heat finishers(amount determined by number of heats/car count) transfer to Friday Features. Also minimum of 2 Fast 
Qualifier Provisionals per group will be added to Feature. Rest go to Saturday LCQs. 
Top 5 finishers from each Feature locked into first 5 rows of Saturday Feature. All other drivers go to Saturday LCQs. 
Top Finishers from Saturday LCQs(amount determined by number of LCQs/car count) go to feature. Also minimum of 2 Fast 
Qualifier Provisionals will be added to Saturday Feature. 
Top 20 non-feature transfers from LCQs go to Non-Qualifiers Feature 
 
Legends & Crown Vics – Draw for heat starting spot. Features lined up using heat finish/passing points 



Rules and Procedures 
 

Off Track Procedures 
1. By registering and entering the facility, the driver and all team members agree to abide by the rules here and any rules posted at the event. 
2. Registration 

a. Registration will be open all three days. At registration, drivers will need to register with MyRacePass, fill out a W9 tax form, and will 
need to pay the event entry fee. Drivers will not be able to draw or go on the track without completing all of the steps. 

b. Drivers can draw for the weekend any day of the event.   
c. Drivers under 18 will have to have a parent or guardian present at registration.  
d. Payoff is by check and will be made out to the car owner listed on the W9 submitted. It is the responsibility of the car owner to ensure 

that the sheets are filled out correctly and legibly.  
3. Transponders 

a. We use a Westhold timing system. These are the yellow transponders used at many tracks. Other transponders will not work with our 
system. 

b. Transponders are required every time a car goes on the track. Any car going on the track without one will not be timed or scored.  
c. We have transponders available for rent if you do not have your own. Transponder rentals are $10 if you have your own pouch. If you 

do not have a pouch, rental is $25 and includes a pouch that you get to keep. Pouches are mandatory for transponders. You will need 
to leave an ID or credit card at registration if you rent a transponder.  

d. Transponders are to be placed: 
i. Compacts: At the rear axle area of the car and to the right hand side of the car.  

ii. Sport Mods: At midplate on right side of car. Ensure that nothing is under transponder. 
iii. Placing the transponder in any other location, or having more than one transponder on a car is grounds for disqualification.  

e. It is the responsibility of the driver/car owner to properly attach the transponder to the car and ensure it is returned in the condition it 
was rented. Drivers will not be paid if they do not return their transponder. Losing a rented transponder or returning a damaged 
transponder will result in a $200 replacement fee. 

General Rules and Procedures 
1. You must Hot Lap with your heat or qualifying group. If you miss your group, you do not Hot Lap. (This does not apply to Thursday’s open 

practice.) 
2. It is your responsibility to be in lineup chute before your race enters the track. Arriving late or getting blocked in the pits because you are late is 

not the fault of the speedway. You may not be allowed to join another group or tag the tail of a later race.  
3. Initial starts are double file. There are two cones exiting turn 4. The pole sitter can fire anywhere between the two cones. It is the outside pole 

sitter’s responsibility to stay with the pole sitter. Firing before the pole sitter counts as a jump. If the pole sitter fires before the first cone that 
also counts as a jump. Pulling ahead of the field when we are trying to form up to go green can also be considered a jump. Two jumps and you 
will be moved back a row. 

4. Restarts are single file. Leader can fire anywhere in turn 4.  
5. Passing before the first cone exiting turn 4 on a restart will result in a 2 position penalty per car passed at the next caution or finishing order.  
6. At the completion of any race, cars need to decelerate off 2 and exit the track to the infield on the backstretch. Cars going to the scales cross 

across the middle of the infield.   
7. NEVER TURN RIGHT OFF THE BACK STRETCH TO GO TO THE OUTER PIT AREA. Always go into the infield first to exit the track.  
8. The scales are located inside turn 1. After each race, Top 3 cars scale. 
9. If you go to the infield for any reason, you cannot return to the track while under green. You must wait until the next caution. If you go to the 

outer pit area during a race, you cannot return to the track until your next event.  
10. If you stop on the track, you go to the tail. This includes spinning out to avoid a wreck or spinning after the caution is already out. We consider 

stopping to be anywhere you lose forward momentum. Keeping your tires spinning while your car is facing backwards on the track is considered 
losing forward momentum.  

11. We do not do judgement calls except with blatant rough driving situations. If you are called for rough driving, you are done for that event. 
Another car causing you to spin is not automatically considered rough driving. Officials need to think there was intent to wreck to call rough 
driving.  

12. In the event of a red flag situation where a large portion of the track is blocked, we reserve the right to revert to the previous lap for all cars, 
including those directly involved in the incident.  

13. If you go to the infield under Red flag, you will have to go to the tail if you return to the track.  
14. We do not pull sheet metal, nor do we give courtesy laps for flats. Our responsibility is to keep the program moving for the fans, so we will not 

hold the show up for those things.  
15. Raceceivers(channel 454.000) and Transponders are mandatory every time you go on the track. 
16. We score using a transponder loop that is located at the flag stand. A lap is completed once the leader crosses the line. In the event of a caution, 

we will line up those who had crossed the line before the caution, then revert to the previous lap(or initial lineup) for all cars who did not cross 
before the caution. The caution point is when the computer is switched to caution. There may be some lag between this and when the caution 
flag or caution light are triggered.  

17. We will have a 1 minute per lap time limit per race for all races but the feature. After the time limit, we make 1 attempt at a green white 
checkered finish.  


